
MANCHESTER



              

Manchester is one of the English most important cities. It 
is located in the northern part of England, not far from 
Liverpool. Today the population of Manchester is 
438,000.



Manchester – the 
largest English 
industrial and cultural 
center after London. In 
the city there are a lot 
of  sights and 
architecture 
monuments. 



The main sight and one of  symbols of  the city are 
hours in the town hall building. The town hall is the 
building built in the 19th eyelid executed in neogothic 
style, with eighty five meter tower in which hours settle 
down.



The central city square – Saint Peter. Today in the center of  the 
area the biggest of  city libraries in the world – the Central city 

library settles down.



The following sight - the Cathedral of  Manchester, is the ancient 
church constructed in Gothic style in the 15th century. The most 
unusual part of  this construction is her main facade. It is so 
skillfully made that can eclipse even skillful design of  rooms and 
ceilings in a cathedral. Within the walls of  ancient construction a 
large number of  religious and architectural values disappears.



Manchester – the city rich with the museums, concert 
venues, art galleries and sports constructions. Entrance to 
the majority of more than ninety museums and city galleries 
the free



Manchester is famous for the sports, in particular soccer. 
Inhabitants of Manchester, are proud world famous and one of 
the best football clubs of a planet of Manchester United club.



To everyone who though for some days stops by in Manchester, 
it is worth descending to the most known Palace of theater.   If 
you delighted with the opera visit not less known House of the 

Opera.  
 



In the city there is a set of places which admirers of painting can visit. 
At the excursion program of such fans surely there has to be a campaign 

in one of the best art galleries under the name Art Gallery of Manchester. 
It settles down in the beautiful building which is the great architectural 
value of the city. The gallery represents an exhibition of a rich collection 
of works of English artists living with the beginning of the seventeenth 

until the end of the nineteenth centuries.



Other very interesting excursion object is the Museum of Manchester. In 
this museum the hugest collection representing history of Egypt is 
collected. You will see here the majority of invaluable archeological 
finds, important artifacts, objects of art and a life of ancient Egyptians.           
Today the museum is the most visited and known institution of the city.          
 



It is possible to call a wheel the best sight not only because it gives 
the chance to take pleasure in panoramic views of  Manchester but 

also because the Wheel is very popular and visited place of  the 
city. You will be able to see the majority of  known sights at the 

height of  60 m over only 7.5 pounds



THANK FOR YOU ATTENTION!


